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Abstract—Within-die parameter variations can cause wide delay distribution among similar functional units in superscalar processors.
Conventionally, the frequency of operation is reduced to accommodate the slowest unit, which in turn degrades throughput. We
present a low-overhead design technique that sets the operating frequency in a superscalar processor based on the faster units and
allows more cycles for the slower units. We propose an associated priority scheduling strategy to schedule instructions in the functional
units to maximize throughput. Simulation results on a set of benchmarks show that, by assigning a higher scheduling priority to faster
units, we can achieve 18 percent improvement in performance on average with negligible design overhead.
Index Terms—Superscalar processors, scheduling, heterogeneous functional unit, process variation, speed binning.
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INTRODUCTION

M

process parameter variation is quickly
becoming a major bottleneck to the efficient design of
VLSI systems in sub-100nm CMOS technologies [9], [16].
Process imperfections due to subwavelength lithography
and device-level variations in small geometry devices (such
as random dopant fluctuations and line-edge roughness)
are making the devices exhibit large variations in their
circuit parameters, particularly in the threshold voltage
ðVT Þ. Threshold voltage is a strong determinant of the
circuit speed: low VT chips (a low VT corresponds to a
higher drive current) are typically faster than high VT ones.
Statistical variations in device parameters lead to a
statistical distribution of VT . Consequently, the delay of a
circuit (and, thus, the maximum allowable frequency of
operation) also follows a statistical distribution.
Process variation is usually classified into two categories:
die-to-die (D2D) or inter-die, which is variation across
different dies, and within-die (WID) or intra-die, which is
variation among transistors within each die. D2D variation
changes the performance corner (fast or slow) of a
particular die. The variation affects each transistor in the
die in a systematic way; that is, if a die is in the high-VT
(slow) corner, all transistors will have a high VT . On the
other hand, WID variation affects each transistor differently
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and it is possible to have a die with transistors having
different VT s within close proximity due to effects such as
random dopant fluctuations, line-edge roughness, or variations in channel length.
The maximum frequency of operation is conventionally
determined by the critical path(s) of the chip. In particular,
due to WID process variation, it is usually difficult to
predict the critical path of the chip before postfabrication
delay testing. Since WID process variation can cause similar
circuits of a chip to have different delays, the maximum
allowable frequency of operation is determined by the
slowest circuit, leading to a worst-case design methodology.
The worst-case design methodology ensures that the delay
constraints of all circuits are met.
Due to the ever-increasing within-die variations with
technology scaling [16], there can be a wide variation in
delay even among identical circuits on the same chip. It is
worth noting that the impact of within-die variations is
becoming increasingly severe in high-performance pipelined circuits (e.g., a superscalar processor) due to the
reduction in logic depth of a pipeline stage for achieving a
higher frequency [9]. In Fig. 1, the importance of within-die
parameter variations is illustrated with two plots. Fig. 1a
shows the actual measured data, showing that, while die-todie variations increase the variance of the maximum
frequency ðFMAX Þ, within-die variations tend to reduce the
maximum frequency of operation FMAX [9], resulting in
throughput degradation. This is because FMAX in conventional designs is dictated by the slowest unit. Fig. 1b shows
that the current trend of decreasing logic depth leads to
increasing within-die variation.
Fig. 2 shows the standard deviation in pipeline stage
delay for 1,000 chips. It is obtained by performing Monte
Carlo simulations with HSPICE for a simple 10-stage
pipeline model [6]. Each pipeline stage has nine Fan-Outof-4 (FO4) inverters connected in cascade. We assume that
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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Fig. 1. (a) WID parameter variations reduce Fmax [9]. (b) Decreasing the
logic depth increases the impact of random within-die variation [16].

each transistor has the following variation in the threshold
voltage ðVT Þ: VT D2D ¼ 20% (die-to-die) and VT WID ¼
10% (within-die). We further assume that WID variation is
dominated by random variations [16] and we neglect any
spatial correlation. For each of the 1,000 chips, the delay of
each stage is measured and the standard deviation of these
delays is computed. The HSPICE simulations are performed
using PTM 70nm models [7]. It shows that, for such VT
variation, at least 40 percent of the chips have within-die
standard deviation in delay that is greater than 15 percent,
which results in significant delay fluctuations among
components in the same die.
Therefore, the conventional approach, that is, to decrease
the frequency to accommodate the delay of the slowest unit,
has a heavy performance penalty. Even if only a single unit
has a long delay (due to within-die variation), the worstcase design will reduce the frequency of operation to
accommodate this within-die delay shift, resulting in a
global slowdown. The conventional worst-case approach is

Fig. 2. Within-die delay variation.
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therefore overly conservative with respect to within-die
variation. To overcome this limitation, we propose a design
technique for superscalar processors that sets the operation
frequency based on the faster units and allows more cycles for the
slower units, thus improving throughput significantly.
Let us consider a processor with several adders as an
example. Due to within-die parameter variations, each of
these adders can potentially have different delays. Instead
of setting the clock frequency based on the delay of the
slowest adder, we can set the clock frequency based on the
delays of the other faster adders. Then, we can schedule and
allocate instructions to the adders in such a way that the fast
adders are used most of the time. In the event that all of the
fast adders are in use, the adders with the longer delays can
be used. However, for the adders having longer delays, we
would allow more time to complete the operation by
allowing an additional execution cycle. Compared to the
conventional case, where the operating frequency is set
with respect to the worst-case delay shift, the above
procedure can achieve considerable improvement in
throughput. However, it would require some modifications
to the processor design.
In this paper, we demonstrate the effectiveness of this
technique over the conventional approach of worst-case
frequency selection by applying it to the execution stage of a
superscalar processor. We devise a technique to determine
an optimal frequency based on the distribution of delays of
the functional units such that the overall throughput of the
processor is maximized. Since the optimal frequency is
usually higher than the worst-case frequency, there are
some functional units that will not function correctly at the
optimal frequency because their delay constraint will be
violated. For these functional units, we increase the number
of cycles it takes for them to complete the operation, thereby
allowing them more time. Finally, we schedule the
functional units by assigning a higher priority to the
functional units that take the least number of cycles.
For this work, we have focused on the execution unit.
However, it should be noted that Palacharla et al. [4]
projected that with increasing issue width (to expose more
ILP), the wake-up loop will be the most critical for
advanced processors. We note that a significant amount of
work has been dedicated to the design of the wake-up loop
and, therefore, Palacharla et al.’s [4] projections might be
valid to a lesser extent. Moreover, wire delay dominates the
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total delay of the wake-up loop [4]. Since wire size scales at
a significantly reduced rate compared to logic, it is expected
that the wake-up loop will be significantly more robust to
both WID and D2D variations. Execution units are logic
delay dominated, rendering them prone to WID variations.
Under process variation, the delay of the execution unit
might become critical, especially in processors where the
delay of the execution unit and the scheduler are close to
each other. Therefore, the proposed technique is targeted
toward processor designs where the delay of the execution
unit is (or can become) critical under process variations.
Earlier work in this area has been mainly devoted to
providing techniques that make delay testing and speed
binning more efficient [1], [2]. Scheduling algorithms in outof-order processors have also been studied [3]. Several
authors have also proposed scheduling algorithms for
heterogeneous clusters [22], [23]. However, they do not
consider optimizing processor throughput under within-die
parameter variations. Some researchers have proposed
techniques to either correct variability-induced errors
during operation or avoid them by allowing more cycle to
the critical paths. Both approaches eliminate the requirement of an overly pessimistic conservative design to meet a
high yield target. The technique in [20], RAZOR, reduces or
eliminates voltage margins by dynamic scaling of the
supply voltage while monitoring the error rate. It is
applicable to systems that allow dynamic voltage scaling
and may require considerable hardware overhead if the
number of critical paths is high. In the recent past, a
technique that partitions an adder so that the frequency of
operation is based on the off-critical path delay instead of
the critical path delay was proposed in [5]. It allows critical
path operations to take two cycles to complete, while all
other shorter operations take a single cycle. The technique
in [5] is, however, applicable to data-path elements with a
specific structure. We propose an architecture-level design
technique to maximize processor throughput under withindie parameter variations.
This paper makes the following contributions:
It proposes a technique to adaptively change the
latency of the functional units of a superscalar
processor based on the within-die delay shift,
resulting in a combination of fast and slow units.
The proposed technique can help to maintain high
clock speed (and, consequently, high throughput)
while achieving high parametric yield.
2. It provides a procedure to determine the optimal
frequency based on within-die delay distribution.
3. It proposes a low-overhead scheduling/allocation
scheme to prioritize the usage of fast units over the
slower ones for further improving throughput.
4. It addresses the speed-binning and revenue aspects
of the proposed technique.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: After
providing a short background of superscalar processors in
Section 2, Section 3 provides a detailed description of the
proposed scheme and Section 4 details the implementation
of the scheme. We present our results in Section 5. Section 6
compares the speed binning and revenue (based on a cost
profile) of the proposed technique with those of the
1.
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Fig. 3. Execution stage functional units of a superscalar processor.

conventional technique. Section 7 discusses how this
technique can be extended to other sections of the processor
and its limitations and Section 8 concludes the paper.

2

BACKGROUND

A superscalar processor is comprised of several functional
units of different types, e.g., several integer adders, several
floating-point (FP) multipliers, etc. In a processor, a
scheduler is responsible for scheduling each unit depending
on the type of instruction that needs to be executed. For
example, an instruction that finds the average of two FP
numbers would require the use of both an FP adder and an
FP divider. In addition, each unit has a busy flag to indicate
when it is busy. A busy functional unit cannot be scheduled
to execute an instruction. Therefore, the task of the
scheduler is to find an available functional unit that can
execute the instruction.
In addition to the busy flags, the scheduler also tracks the
number of cycles (latency) required by each functional unit.
For each functional unit, there are two types of latencies: issue
latency (IL) and operation latency (OL). IL is defined as the
number of cycles it takes before another instruction can be
issued, while OL is the number of cycles it takes for an
instruction to fully execute, as shown in Fig. 3. For instance,
the integer multiplier (INT_MULT) has a 3-stage pipeline, so
its IL would be one cycle, while its OL would be three cycles.
On the other hand, the FP divider (FP_DIV) is a nonpipelined
functional uni; thus, its IL is the same as its OL.

3

AN EXAMPLE: EXECUTION UNIT
SUPERSCALAR PROCESSOR

OF A

Consider a highly pipelined superscalar processor. For
illustration, assume that there are six nonpipelined integer
adders and that each has an IL (or OL) of one cycle at the
design frequency f0 (delay of each adder ¼ 1 cycle ¼ 1=f0 ).
However, due to intra-die variation, let the latencies (in
clock cycles) be as follows: 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.0, 1.1, and 1.2,
relative to the design frequency. If this ALU is operated at
frequency f0 , the two adders with a latency greater than
1.0 clock cycle would not function correctly due to the
violation of their delay constraints. Therefore, employing
the conventional design technique, the operation frequency
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would have to be reduced to f0 =1:2 to make all adders
functional. This represents a performance degradation of
20 percent relative to the design frequency. Observe that
this example only considers the variation in the integer
adders, whereas there are several functional units. It is
highly likely that the intra-die variation in other functional
units, particularly the pipelined ones, will be much worse
than the variation illustrated here. The conventional
technique would choose a frequency of operation that
would correspond to the slowest unit to ensure that each
unit works. With the increasing intra-die variation, determining the frequency of operation based on the delay of the
slowest unit is no longer effective since the performance
degradation, even for the simplest examples, is quite
significant.
One important factor that is ignored when applying the
conventional technique is the distribution of delays. In the
above example, the technique does not take into account that
the majority of the adders can function correctly at
frequency f0 (i.e., their latencies, in clock cycles, are  1:0).
However, the two units with latencies greater than 1.0 cycle
(i.e., 1.1 and 1.2 cycles) would not function correctly at
frequency f0 and they would be allowed to take more time,
say, two cycles. There would be a significant throughput
penalty whenever these two-cycle units were used. The main
challenge of such a technique would be to ensure that the onecycle adders were used most frequently and that the twocycle adders were rarely used. This ensures that the
performance improvement realized by keeping the frequency
at f0 instead of f0 =1:2 is not overcome by having the two twocycle units. Note that the frequency chosen does not have to
be f0 . In fact, by considering the distribution of the functional
units’ delays instead of the slowest unit, it is possible to find a
frequency of operation that optimizes the number of onecycle (fast) and two-cycle (slow) functional units.
If the functional unit is pipelined, then it is handled in a
very similar way. Consider a three-stage multiplier with a
nominal issue latency of one cycle and an operation latency
of three cycles. Each of the three stages of the multiplier can
potentially have different delays. Since each stage of the
multiplier cannot be scheduled independently, the delay of
this multiplier will be determined by the maximum delay of
the three stages. Therefore, if this maximum delay exceeds
the clock period, the issue latency will increase to two cycles
and consequently, the operation latency will be six cycles.
We propose a scheme that implements the above idea to
the execution unit of a superscalar processor to improve the
throughput while maintaining a high parametric yield. We
demonstrate the effectiveness of this technique and its
application.

4

PROPOSED APPROACH

The application of this technique is dependent on three key
aspects: determining the frequency that ensures that there is
an optimal combination of fast and slow units; finding the
distribution of the latencies of the functional units relative
to the design frequency; and ensuring that the hardware,
timing, and power overheads are reasonable.
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4.1 Determining the Optimal Frequency
The task of determining the optimal frequency is paramount to this technique. The optimal frequency ensures
that there is an optimal combination of fast and slow units
such that the throughput loss due to the slow units is more
than offset by the throughput improvement gained by
running the processor at a frequency that is higher than the
worst-case frequency. The following discussion formally
defines the optimal frequency and provides an algorithm to
determine it.
Let fb be the frequency of operation and C be the total
number of cycles it takes to run a given number of
instructions. Let 1 ; . . . ; n be the delay of each individual
functional unit. Therefore, the maximum frequency at
which each functional unit can operate is simply
1=1 ; . . . ; 1=n ¼ 1=f1 ; . . . ; fn . For conventional design purposes, we would choose the frequency that corresponds to
the slowest functional unit (highest delay = lowest maximum frequency) such that
fb  minðf1 ; . . . ; fn Þ

ð1Þ

so that each of the functional units would operate correctly.
Conversely, consider fb > minðf1 ; . . . ; fn Þ. In this case, the
number of cycles required to perform any operation (cycle
latency) by the ith functional unit would be
li ¼ ceil½l0;i  ðfb =fi Þ;

ð2Þ

where l0;i is the design cycle latency of the ith functional
unit. Note that, for the conventional design, fb =fi  1 for all
functional units and, thus, li ¼ l0;i . Pipelined functional
units are treated in a similar way. However, the latency of a
pipelined functional unit is determined by the delay of the
longest stage, that is, fi is the maximum frequency of the
slowest pipeline stage.
Let us also formally define fast units and slow units as
those with maximum frequency fi described by (3a) and
(3b), respectively:
fb =fi  1

fast;

ð3aÞ

fb =fi > 1

slow:

ð3bÞ

If we choose the frequency of operation such that there
are some slow units, then, for any benchmark, we can find
the throughput impact of having these slow units. It is
apparent that a processor with a high number of slow units
would require more cycles to execute the same number of
instructions. Although, theoretically, the choice of the
operating frequency fb is arbitrary, for all practical
purposes, we choose fb such that 1  fb =fi  2 for all
functional units. Consequently, on the lower boundary, we
have the conventional design and, on the upper boundary,
we have a scenario where each functional unit takes at least
double the number of cycles that it would normally take,
leading to a significant increase in the number of cycles.
Similarly, the amount of time it takes to execute a given
set of instructions is given by the total number of cycles
multiplied by the cycle time, as in (4a). For a fixed number
of instructions, the throughput would be given by (4b):
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Although, ideally, it would be desirable to find the delay
of each functional unit, this might not be efficient since it
would entail performing delay testing to each individual
functional unit. It is only necessary to know the approximate delays of the units and then bin the functional units
into three to five bins (say). This alters the algorithm slightly
since, instead of finding throughput for each functional unit
frequency in Step 3, we find the throughput for each bin
frequency. We then find the optimal frequency based on the
three to five bin frequencies.

4.2

Fig. 4. Principal steps for finding the optimal frequency.

t ¼ C  ð1=fb Þ;

ð4aÞ

T ¼ 1=t ¼ fb =C:

ð4bÞ

Note that, as frequency fb increases, the number of slow
units increases and, therefore, the total number of cycles C
increases. For a conventional design approach, whereby the
cycle latency of all functional units is not changed from its
design specifications, the total cycle count C remains
(approximately) fixed for a specific benchmark running a
given number of instructions. Therefore, the throughput
difference between two similar chips whose frequency is
selected using the conventional technique is solely from
their difference in the operation frequency, that is, the chip
with the higher frequency has a higher throughput.
Due to the inverse dependence of C on the operation
frequency, there exists a frequency fb ¼ f  such that the
throughput is maximized. This frequency ensures that
there is an optimal combination of both fast and slow
units such that the throughput loss in terms of an
increase in total cycle time is more than offset by a
throughput gain in terms of a higher frequency. The
choice of this frequency is determined mainly by the
distribution of delays (or maximum frequency fi ) of the
functional units. The task of finding the optimal frequency can be summarized by the algorithm in Fig. 4.
Note that, once the delay distribution is known, finding
the optimal frequency is a basic computation. Also note that
the algorithm chooses the frequency of operation such that
at least one functional unit is fast, i.e., f1  fb  fn .
Although this constraint is not required, it helps ensure
that no iteration will be required. For a very small intra-die
variation, the algorithm simply chooses the conventional
design frequency.

Priority Scheduler: Implementation and
Overhead
In a superscalar processor, the scheduler ensures that the
resources of the processor are adequately allocated. For any
ready instruction, the scheduler finds an available functional unit that can execute the instruction, issues the
instruction to the unit for execution, and ensures that
dependent instructions are awakened when the instruction
completes. If there are multiple available units that can
execute the instruction, the scheduler selects the first
available one. Therefore, depending on the order in which
the functional units are arranged, the first unit always has
some priority over the second one since an instruction will
only be issued to the second one if the first one is busy.
Since functional units of the same type will have
heterogeneous latencies, the scheduler must ensure that
dependent instructions are awakened after the correct
number of cycles. Additionally, most of the instructions
have to be executed by the fast units to ensure that the IPC
degradation due to the slow units is minimized.
We first tackle the problem of waking up instructions in
heterogeneous functional units. Based on simulations of
circuits at the current levels of process variation, the
number of additional cycles (at the optimal frequency)
required by a slow functional unit is always less than or
equal to one cycle. This significantly simplifies the design
process to accommodate the heterogeneous latencies since
the latency of any functional unit is either nominal or
nominal þ 1. Therefore, once this determination is made
during delay testing, each functional unit is designated as
either fast or slow. When the scheduler issues any
instruction, it checks whether the functional unit is
designated as fast or slow. If the functional unit is slow,
dependent instructions are not awakened until nominal þ 1
cycles. Note that the fast or slow designation does not
change during runtime. This results in negligible overhead
compared to the approach described in [22], which was
targeted toward dynamic heterogeneity.
The priority scheduling problem is somewhat more
complicated. The solution requires a modification to the
scheduling methodology to incorporate priority-based
scheduling. Essentially, fast functional units have a higher
priority than the slow ones. Therefore, the task of the
scheduler changes from finding an available functional unit
to finding the fastest available functional unit. Consequently,
whenever an instruction is to be issued, the scheduler must
ensure that instructions are issued only to fast units unless
none are available. There are a variety of ways to implement
priority scheduling. However, the common factor among
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Fig. 5. Modified scheduling unit.

them is that if a fast functional unit is available, then a slow
one will not be scheduled to execute an instruction.
To place priority scheduling in some context, consider
the hardware implementation of a basic scheduler. For each
class of instructions, there is an functional unit pool that is
available. The scheduler first checks whether the first
functional unit in this pool is available. If it is not, the
scheduler moves on to the second functional unit. The
second functional unit will not be scheduled to execute an
instruction as long as the first one is available. Similarly, the
last functional unit will not be scheduled unless all
preceding functional units are unavailable. In fact, even
the basic scheduler implements some sort of implicit
priority scheduling since the first unit always has a higher
priority over the last one.
Since any modifications to the scheduler can have a large
delay and/or power overhead, it is necessary to find an
efficient means of implementing priority scheduling. We
cannot simply traverse all functional units looking for the
one with the least delay since this will incur a significant
delay and power penalty. Besides, once testing is completed, the speed of each functional unit is fully determined
and it does not change during runtime.
The most efficient way of implementing priority scheduling is to use sequential priority, i.e., to ensure that the
functional units are arranged in ascending order, with the
first one having the least delay and the last one having the
longest delay. This type of sorting will be accomplished
during the test phase and therefore results in a negligible
delay penalty during runtime. It also results in a negligible
power increase since it is static: There is no switching
during runtime. It is also transparent to the processor. Fig. 5
shows how this modification can be implemented. By
changing the order in which the functional units appear to
the scheduler, we can change the sequential priority in
which they are scheduled. The programmable “mux” is
basically a programmable circuit (programmed during
testing) that implements the functional unit reordering.
Note that, since each functional unit type can be scheduled
independently, a simple version of this circuit already exists
in the scheduler and modifying it to reorder the inputs
requires some changes in the combinational logic.
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The major modification required to implement the
sequential priority discussed above is the addition of the
programmable mux. Fig. 5 illustrates the modification
required for four functional units of the same type. The
inputs of this mux are the TEST signal and the delay vectors
that are produced once delay testing is completed. These
delay vectors are essentially the delays of each functional
unit. During testing, signal TEST is asserted and block
SORT LOGIC sorts the delays of the functional units and
produces a configuration vector (CFG VECTOR). This
configuration vector is required by block REORDER MUX
in order for it to change the sequence of the functional units.
Blocks S1 ; . . . ; S4 ; . . . ; Sn are the selection and control units
for each functional unit which exist in the conventional
processor. Blocks FU1 ; . . . ; FU4 ; . . . ; FUn are the functional
units. Signal FU_SELECT is comprised of the busy and
grant signals for the functional units FU1 ; . . . ; FU4 and a
signal that designates a functional unit as either fast or slow.
It is also important to explain how a two-cycle (or slow)
functional unit is implemented. There are a variety of
techniques that can be used to implement a two-cycle
operation. Most techniques are based on clock gating, time
borrowing, or frequency division. Here, our primary focus
is to minimize and simplify the modifications required to
the functional unit design, rather than providing an
elaborate solution. For the nonpipelined functional units,
slow functional units do not require any modification for
correct functionality. Although the wrong data is latched by
the output flip-flops at end of the first cycle, this data is
never consumed by dependent instructions since no
instructions are awakened during the first cycle. Moreover,
since no new instructions are issued to the functional unit
until after the second cycle, the correct data will be latched
correctly. The situation is somewhat different in the
pipelined functional units. If the subsequent stages are
clocked at the end of the first cycle, the wrong data will be
latched, resulting in incorrect results. Thus, each stage for
the pipelined functional units essentially operates at half the
frequency. This is accomplished through any one of the
techniques listed above.
Finally, it is important to note that there are no major
changes required to handle speculative instructions. Modern schedulers are capable of replaying multicycle instructions and, since our technique only statically changes the
number of cycles an instruction takes to execute, further
modification is not required for correct functionality. For
performance improvement, it might be beneficial to ensure
that replayed instructions execute on the fast functional
units to ensure that dependent instructions are executed as
soon as possible.
We implemented the programmable mux and the FU
select units S1-S4 in VHDL for each group of functional
units. In the conventional case, the programmable mux is
not included and, thus, signal MODIFIED_FU_SELECT
maps directly onto signal FU_SELECT. For the proposed
scheme, the mapping of these two signals is controlled by
the REORDER_MUX. Note that the REORDER_MUX is the
only circuit that is added to the critical path of the circuit
during runtime since CFG_VECTOR only changes during
testing and remains fixed during runtime. In the worst case,
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Fig. 6. Delay Measurement Hardware (DMH) circuit [19].

Fig. 7. (a) Timing diagram for DMH. (b) DMH determined fast, medium, and slow bins [19].

the REORDER_MUX consists of a 6:1 input mux (for the six
integer ALUs). Therefore, the delay and power overhead is
almost negligible. This was implemented in VHDL and
resulted in a 38 percent area increase, a 4 percent delay
increase, and a 7 percent power increase of this circuit. Note
that we only implemented the part of the scheduling and
issue logic that required modification, namely, the mux and
select/control units S1 ; . . . ; S4 . This accounts for a very
small part of the actual scheduling and issue logic and,
thus, this overhead is negligible for the overall processor.

4.3 Detecting the Shift in Delay
Implementation of priority scheduling also requires the
ability to detect the shift in delay for each functional unit
relative to the nominal (design) delay. If the delay of each
functional unit is known, then the optimal frequency would
be easily found using the algorithm in Fig. 4. Detection of the
shift in delay is therefore essential. Several methods for
detecting the delay can be found in [11], [12], [13], [14], [15]
and include a combination of software and Built-In Self-Test
(BIST) techniques. BIST techniques have been investigated
widely to complement or replace external at-speed delay
testing using on-chip pattern generators and on-chip signature comparisons [14]. Conventionally, at-speed path delay
fault testing is employed to detect the delay failure in timing
paths of a design at a target frequency of operation [14]. It can
be noted that, for sufficient fault coverage during path delay

testing, the functional units need to be tested to ensure that
there is no delay failure and that they produce functionally
correct outputs at the test frequency. Therefore, finding the
shift in the delay of the individual functional units requires
changing the test vectors to activate the critical paths of each
functional unit separately. For each binned frequency, we
need to note whether the functional unit performed correctly
and this provides the relative delay shift. If we tested the chip
at frequencies F1 < F2 < F3 < F4 and the ith functional unit
worked at frequency F2 but not at frequency F3 , then its
maximum frequency fi ¼ F2 .
As mentioned above, the simplicity of the functional
units lends itself to a less complicated method of delay
detection. The delay detection circuit must also be process
variation tolerant. One such circuit is the Delay Measurement Hardware (DMH) [19]. DMH is a simple circuit, as
shown in Fig. 6. During testing, the BIST applies inputs that
activate the critical path, which has output X (Fig. 6). The
output of the Sawtooth Generator goes into a track-andhold (TAH) circuit and the sampling switch of the TAH is
controlled by the observation node (X). As long as node X is
high, the TAH switch is on and the output of the TAH
tracks the sawtooth waveform. When X makes a falling
transition, it turns the TAH switch off and the output
capacitor of the TAH holds its value (say, VTAH). VTAH is
then sensed by the comparators C1-C3 in Fig. 6. Fig. 7a
shows the timing of the DMH, while Fig. 7b shows how the
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TABLE 1
Processor Configuration



For absolute accuracy, the memory latency should be modeled in seconds and the number of cycles should change with the frequency.

TABLE 2
Throughput Degradation with Slow Units

speed of a chip is determined using the DMH. The delay
measurements required by the proposed technique are
much finer than the three speeds shown in Fig. 7b.
Therefore, it is necessary to increase the number of
comparators to achieve this goal. The DMH circuit is
required for each delay measurement and, thus, every
functional unit requires a single DMH. However, to reduce
the hardware overhead, a single DMH can be shared among
functional units of the same type. The DMH circuit can also
be further simplified by sharing the comparators and the
Sawtooth generator among several DMH circuits. We
reiterate that the DMH circuit is suitable for this delay
measurement due to its simplicity and also due to the fact
that it is process variation tolerant.

5

RESULTS

We modified SimpleScalar [17] to accommodate variable-cycle
functional units (of the same type) and to assign the priority
based on ascending order of latency. We also tracked the
usage of each functional unit for each combination of fast and
slow units. Table 1 shows the configuration of the simulated
processor. This number of functional units is based on [21],
which demonstrated that the above configuration is an
optimal configuration for an eight-issue processor from a
power-performance perspective. We first computed the
delay of each functional unit by assuming that VTD2D ¼ 20%
and VTWID ¼ 10% for each of the 1,000 processors. We then
found the optimal frequency and computed the latency for
each functional unit. Finally, each of the 1,000 processors was
simulated for a wide range of integer and floating-point

benchmarks. We use precompiled Alpha SPEC 2000 binaries
[8] to analyze our scheme’s performance. We use ref inputs,
fastforward 500 million instructions, and simulate one billion
instructions for each benchmark.
In order to simplify the task of finding the optimal
frequency, it is necessary to have some knowledge about
how each combination of fast and slow units affects the
number of cycles (and, thus, throughput) it takes to execute
a given number of instructions. For the configuration of the
functional units shown in Table 1, there are simply too
many configurations to enumerate. Table 2 shows the
relative increase in the number of cycles for each independent functional unit, averaged over all benchmarks. It is
normalized to the nominal case, where each unit is fast. It
turns out that simply summing the increase in cycle count
for each type of functional unit provides a relatively close
approximation to the actual case. For instance, finding the
increase in cycle count of a processor with two slow integer
adders and three slow FP multipliers is simply 1:0% þ
0:8%  1:8% increase in cycle count. Therefore, once the
relative latency of each functional unit is known, the
optimal frequency is easily determined.

5.1 Performance
In this section, we present results for the optimized
frequency selection. The frequency is optimized based on
Table 2. Each processor has a different distribution of the
delays of its functional units and, using Table 2, we find a
frequency that provides the optimal throughput for the
general case. Note that, since Table 2 shows the average cycle
count increase, we expect the benchmarks that closely
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expected that the average throughput of the chips will
significantly improve.
Fig. 9 shows the throughput improvement for each
benchmark of the proposed scheme relative to the conventional design. For each benchmark, we compute the average
throughput of the 1,000 chips that we simulate. The
throughput improvement relative to the conventional design technique ranges from 4 percent to 26 percent, with a
mean of 18 percent.

Fig. 8. Throughput comparison for the conventional and proposed
techniques: best (ART) and worst (EQUAKE) benchmarks and average.

match the average case to be more optimized. It is also
possible to optimize the throughput per benchmark. This
would be particularly useful if the processor were to be
used to run one type or a limited set of benchmarks.
Fig. 8 shows the distribution of throughput for the
proposed priority scheduling scheme. The throughput of
the conventional approach is also shown. For the conventional approach, the frequency is selected such that each
functional unit has the nominal latency and, therefore, the
number of cycles it takes to execute a given number of
instructions is fixed. Consequently, the throughput distribution is actually the distribution of the operation
frequency of each of the chips. Since the throughput is
normalized to the conventional design, this distribution in
throughput remains the same for all benchmarks. On the
other hand, for the proposed scheme, each chip will have a
different combination of fast and slow units and, therefore,
the throughput is given by (4a) and (4b). The throughput is
normalized to the case where each unit is fast ((3a) and (3b))
at the design frequency f0 and is plotted in Fig. 8. Since the
throughput improvement in some benchmarks will be
higher than in others, Fig. 8 is a plot of the best (ART)
and worst (EQUAKE) benchmarks. In Fig. 8, it is apparent
that, compared to the conventional design technique, the
number of high-throughput chips increases significantly
even for the worst benchmark (EQUAKE). It is therefore

5.2 Power
The slow functional units present a unique opportunity for
power reduction. Since we allow them an additional cycle
to complete the operation, there is a significant timing slack
during the second cycle that can be used to reduce power.
For the levels of variation that we simulated, the delay of
the slow functional units never exceeded 1.2 times of the
optimal clock period (corresponding to the optimal frequency f  ). This implies that the slow functional units are
idle for at least 80 percent of the additional cycle. This
timing slack could be exploited in a dual-VDD scheme by
operating the slow functional units at a lower voltage
(VDDL), while the rest of the functional units operate at the
nominal voltage (VDDH).
We estimated the power savings using a methodology
similar to the one implemented in Wattch [24] due to
difficulty in simulating SPEC 2000 benchmarks in the
Wattch toolset. Wattch computes the power of the functional
units by counting the number of cycles in which a
functional unit is used and multiplies this number by the
estimated active power. If the functional unit is not used
during a particular cycle, Wattch assumes that the functional unit was only consuming idle power, which is
typically 10 percent of the active power. The total power is
the sum of the idle and active power. For this work, we
focused only on the integer ALUs. To account for the
different power dissipation of the slow ALUs, we assumed
that VDDL was 25 percent lower than VDDH and,
correspondingly, that the slow functional units consumed
56 percent of the nominal power (due to the quadratic
dependence of power on voltage). We further assumed that
an idle ALU consumed 10 percent of the nominal power
due to leakage.
We compared the power consumption of the proposed
technique to that of the conventional technique. We
assumed that the frequency was kept the same for both
techniques and we computed the integer ALU power for
the 1,000 chips. Our technique showed an 11 percent

Fig. 9. Proposed scheme: throughput improvement over the conventional approach.
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Fig. 10. Retail prices of current processors.

decrease in the average integer ALU power across all
benchmarks.

6

SPEED BINNING

AND

REVENUE

Despite the significant performance improvement that can
be derived from the proposed scheme, it is also necessary to
ensure that it is applicable to current speed binning
techniques and that it leads to an increase in revenue. The
results and comparisons shown above assume that each
chip can be operated at its maximum frequency for both the
conventional technique and the proposed technique. This is
usually not the case since chips are usually binned, that is,
the chips are grouped into sets of frequencies. Each group
of chips in a bin runs at the same frequency and it is sold at
the same price. There are two reasons why this practice is
desirable: 1) It provides an additional timing margin for the
chips since the chips are run below their maximum
frequency and 2) it helps provide a simple pricing or cost
profile, which is necessary when estimating revenue. It is
apparent that speed binning affects performance and
revenue. There is a large amount of work that discusses
the merits of speed binning and cost profiles in [18]. In this
paper, we limit our discussion to the effect of speed binning
on the proposed scheme’s performance and revenue.
We assume that we have a total of seven bins equally
spaced between the highest and lowest frequency achievable. The chips in the highest frequency bin are usually the
most expensive, while those in the slowest bin are the least
expensive. Although manufacturers usually set a target
yield (say, 99 percent) and remove chips that are too slow
(speed slower than the minimum) or chips that are have
very high leakage current (usually very fast but violate the
power budget), we assume that these chips contribute to the
cost profile. Fig. 10 shows that the retail price of chips
usually follows an exponential cost profile, with the chips’
highest frequency bin costing approximately three to four
times as much as the lowest bin [18]. For this work, we
assume an exponential cost profile that follows a similar
performance-cost trend.

Fig. 11. Throughput comparison of the conventional and proposed
techniques, with and without speed binning.

6.1 Performance
As previously mentioned, conventional speed binning
groups chips into different bins and therefore generally
lowers performance since the binned frequency is usually
lower than the maximum operating frequency of a chip.
Fig. 11 shows the comparison of performance for the
conventional and proposed techniques, both before and after
speed binning. As expected, the overall performance of both
the conventional design and the proposed technique degrades. However, the proposed technique still maintains
approximately 18 percent improvement over the conventional worst-case design. Fig. 12 shows the number of chips
per bin for both the conventional and proposed techniques. It
clearly shows the superiority of the proposed technique since
it has a larger number of chips in the higher performance bins
as compared to the conventional technique.
6.2 Revenue
The improvement of revenue is a key factor when
determining whether a new technique is suitable. It is

Fig. 12. Left scale: Number of chips per bin for conventional and
proposed technique. Right scale: Exponential cost profile used to
determine revenue.
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therefore essential to consider the impact of the proposed
technique on the revenue and compare it to the conventional design. As mentioned above, we assume an exponential cost profile, with the highest bin chips costing about
three to four times the price of the lowest frequency bin, as
shown in Fig. 12. The revenue generated is given by (5),
where CP i is the cost per chip of the chips in the ith bin, Bi
is the number of chips in the ith bin, and Y is the revenue:
X
Y ¼
CPi  Bi :
ð5Þ
i

To perform an appropriate comparison between the
conventional scheme and the proposed scheme, we compare throughput instead of frequency. Therefore, two chips
cost the same price if their throughput is the same. Since the
proposed technique increases the number of chips in the
higher throughput bin, it is expected that there will be a
significant revenue increase. Using (5), the proposed
technique yields a 26 percent revenue improvement over
the conventional worst-case technique.

7

LIMITATIONS

AND

EXTENSION

As we mentioned in the introduction, our scheme is
efficient in improving performance in processor designs
where the execution unit is (or can become) critical due to
process variations. Depending on the processor implementation, other stages, such as register file access or the issue
logic/wake-up loop, might be more critical than the
execution stage even under process variations. In particular,
if the issue-stage delay is significantly longer than that of
the execution stage, this provides a significant limitation
since our scheme introduces an additional circuit in this
path. The delay of this additional circuit, albeit very small,
lies directly in the critical path and will therefore directly
impact the clock frequency.
Consequently, the benefits harnessed by our scheme in
the execution unit might not translate into a real performance improvement for the processor. Nevertheless, the
delay improvement in the execution in the execution stage
could be traded off for power savings. The delay slack
could be directly applied to reduce the power and
temperature of the execution unit by operating it at a
scaled voltage. Moreover, since the execution stage typically
features voltage level-converting flip-flops, the modification
required would result in negligible overhead.
Although we have demonstrated the effectiveness of the
proposed technique in the ALUs, the technique can be
adapted for other applications. This technique can be
applied with other techniques such as RAZOR [20] or in
deterministic clock-gating (DCG) technique [21] to reduce
power while maintaining the same performance. As
previously explained, RAZOR reduces or eliminates voltage
margins by monitoring error rates, leading to aggressive
voltage scaling. For the proposed scheme, we would apply
RAZOR to the fast functional units to conserve power. On
the other hand, DCG applies a clock-gating scheme that is
based on the fact that the future usage of a circuit block is
known a few cycles before. Thus, it is possible to turn off
unused blocks and conserve power with virtually no impact
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on performance. For the proposed scheme, most of the slow
functional units would be gated. It is worth noting that,
since both RAZOR and DCG are independent techniques,
both could be applied simultaneously to the proposed
technique to further improve power.
Other future applications might also revolve around
multiple core processors, whereby either slow cores might
be turned off or some priority scheduling might be
employed to ensure that fast cores are used more often.

8

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a new scheme for
improving throughput in a superscalar processor over the
conventional speed binning approach in the presence of
WID delay variations. Instead of setting the frequency of
operation based on the slowest function unit, the proposed
scheme exploits the distribution of the delays among the
functional units to determine an optimal frequency and
improve the clock speed. The technique requires simple
low-overhead design modifications, which are transparent
to the processor during runtime. Although the technique is
presented for the execution stage of a processor, it can be
extended to other stages and other pipelined structures.
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